Marie Curie care and support through terminal illness.
Newcastle Hospice, Marie Curie Drive, Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 6SS

Marie Curie provides care and support for over 40,000 people living with a terminal illness and their families in the UK each
year. They have a clear vision with a firm commitment of putting people at the centre of decisions about the care they receive.
Marie Curie’s engagement with patients and families has a direct impact on services and leads to improved patient and family
experience.

Newlandmedia engaged with Marie Curie in March 2015. The Newcastle Hospice was looking to revamp their meeting room
and conference facilities both aesthetically and in terms of technology. After meeting onsite and looking at the current set up
and discussing what is available and what could work for the team in Newcastle, we went away with a wish list and came back
with various suggestions including, relocation of existing audio visual equipment, meeting room link up, induction loop systems
for assistive listening, wireless audio presentation, a wireless collaborative presentation offering and flat screen display’s both
interactive and non-interactive.

After discussing the benefits of our proposal we then arranged for an onsite production demonstration to key members of the
Newcastle Team. Our proposed solution was well received and provided a full range of facilities to cater for dynamic
presentations, interactive training sessions and an all round improvement of audio and visual communications within the
building. A detailed site survey was carried out and a plan of works put forward. In August 2015 our engineers installed the
hardware, commissioned the system and carried out hardware and software training.

The Newcastle Hospice now has in place state of the art cutting edge technology with a dedicated team of professionals who
have embraced a new way of presenting and working within the revamped meeting room and conference facilities. The
solutions installed by Newlandmedia allows staff and visitors to present, capture, annotate and share their knowledge and ideas
with ease. Newlandmedia’ s aim is to provide a great user experience with simple, intuitive, no fuss, effective and easy to use
audio visual solutions. We are confident that Marie Curie has invested in a solution that will increase productivity, provide
dynamic, flexible and interactive meeting spaces for their staff and visitors.

System Specifications;
65-inch Clevertouch Plus screens with integrated android.
DisplayNote wireless collaboration software.
Zoned audio systems and room link.
Wireless pro audio presentation systems.
Relocation of existing audio visual equipment.
“We utilised Newlandmedia to install Clevertouch screens, an induction loop system and to upgrade our audio system. The
service was very professional from pre-installation to training and support. The installation of the equipment was to a very
high standard and we have been left with a fabulous fit for purpose training Centre.
We are delighted with the service we have received and would recommend
Newlandmedia.”
Gill White

